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DEFINE
The main objective of the Huntingdon Dance Academy project is to help the organization
strengthen their outreach in the greater Huntingdon community through assisting in
promotion of their events and the education of the learning opportunities offered by the
academy. The IMA Labs team will assist through an updating of the organization’s web
presence, production of media content that will tell the story of the organization for years
to come, and create streamlined graphic templates for use across their social media. All
materials will be produced using an updated brand guideline document created by the
team. Individually, I will be focusing my efforts towards branding, illustration, photography,
and advertising for Huntingdon Dance Academy.

The Project:
My overall goal for the project is to help rebrand the Huntingdon Dance Academy and it’s suborganizations, along with provide help for any other team that needs help. This rebanding includes
color palette, logo, social media design, apparel, and more for the Academy, Regional Ballet team,
and the Company team. I will also provide illustrations for advertisements and any other item if
need be. In addition, I have contributed to the MOU/Agreement Contract and photography for
documentation.

Challenges:
The first challenge is figuring out what exactly our client wants as far as rebranding goes. She may
be too attached to specific elements of the design, such as the original dancer for the logo and/or
the specific color palette. In addition, we have to rebrand three different sub-organizations, which
is much more difficult than only one. The branding team is not very large, so we will have to each
contribute a significant amount of work in order to complete it all. Another big challenge is time.
Keeping an accurate and consistent schedule is important for staying on track and not getting
behind.

Steps to Completion:
First, I had to define exactly what Huntingdon Dance Academy’s needs were and what deliverables
I would be able to potentially help provide alongside my classmates. As a class, we wrote all
potential deliverables and goals on the whiteboard, which I then later added into a MOU contract.
We then split into teams that would each focus on a specific category of these deliverables. In
order to assess everything, we visited the dance studio and met with Kristin to go over what
exactly she needs and wants. We put together a presentation to fill her in on exactly what we have
in mind for the near future. Then, in our branding team, we researched how they use their logo
and everything we will need to work on to help entirely rebrand the organization. During the first
client presentation, Kristin stated that she needs re-branding for not just the dance academy, but
the Regional Ballet team and the Company team as well. Also, she would like to keep the original
dancer icon in some way, shape, or form. In my free time, I have been drawing up some drafts of
what the new logos could potentially look like. After our branding team has researched all three
sub-organizations and established what each needs, we began designing ideas and mockups of
what our visions are. We then presented these to Kristin in our second client presentation meeting.
After getting feedback from both her and Ryan, we continue designing and making adjustments
to our ideas in order to reach a final product we are pleased with. After numerous re-designs and
tens of artboards, we commit to designs for all three sub-organizations and begin working on a
style guide containing each one.

DEADLINES
WEEK 		

TIME FRAME

TASK		

Week 1		

8/23 - 8/27

Draft Proposal, Identify deadlines

Week 2		

8/30 - 9/3

Review applications, narrow down options

Week 3		

9/6 - 9/10

Choose applicant, establish goals

Week 4		

9/13 - 9/17

work on MOU/agreement contract

Week 5

9/20 - 9/24

visit academy, split into teams

Week 6

9/27 - 10/1

work on PowerPoint presentation

Week 7		

10/4 - 10/8

present PowerPoint to client / start on Nutcracker deliverables

Week 8		

10/11 - 10/15

begin identifying what aspects of their branding needs changed

Week 9

10/18 - 10/22

work on color palette & typography

Week 10

10/25 - 10/29 start icon re-design / overall branding

Week 11

11/1 - 11/5

re-branding

Week 12

11/8 - 11/12

present second PowerPoint to client / evaluate current branding status

Week 13

11/15 - 11/19

begin finalizing branding for each sub-organization

Week 14

11/29 - 12/3

finalize branding / begin style guide

Week 15

12/6 - 12/10

finalize branding & style guide / final client presentation

ASSESS
Visit the community partner site to evaluate the current assets and unique characteristics. C
 onsider budgets
for materials t o be produced.

RESEARCH
Research the community and begin the creative process by finding inspiration to identify a visual style.
Begin creative process in close collaboration with partners.

DESIGN
Create visual elements that are sustainable to update and maintain for community partners, volunteers,
and future student led design teams.

DELIVER
Present to community partners,constituents, and community voices that are part of the team.
Implement the materials in print, web, and social.

**Missing: The MOU document and Style Guide**

HOURS
DATE		
09/12		

TIME 			
0.75 hours		

TASK				
MOU Document

09/13		

2 hours			

MOU Document

09/20		

1 hour			

MOU Document

09/26		

0.5 hours		

branding ideas

09/29		

0.5 hours		

branding ideas

10/27		

1.5 hours		

branding ideas

10/27		2 hours			branding ideas
10/28		

0.25 hours		

re-branding

10/31		1.5 hours		re-branding
11/1		0.75 hours		re-branding
11/1		0.5 hours		re-branding
11/3		1.5 hours		re-branding
11/8		

2 hours			

re-branding

11/10		1.5 hours		re-branding
11/11		

2 hours			

finalize branding

11/15		

1 hour			

finalize branding

11/16		

3 hours			

finalize branding

11/17		

1.5 hours		

finalize branding

11/21		

4 hours			

finalize branding / style guide

11/29		

3 hours			

finalize branding / style guide

11/30		

5 hours			

finalize branding / style guide

12/2		

2 hours			

finalize branding

12/6		

2 hours			

finalize branding

12/7		

1.25 hours		

finalize branding

09/26-12/9

36.25 hours		

class time

TOTAL 		

77.25 Hours

